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Abstract

The R package hmmhdd provides some tools to study times series and longitudinal
datasets. In particular, the package is based on Hidden Markov Models, i.e. it considers
an underlying structure defined by a Markov Model with non-observable states generating
a certain type of data, in the multivariate or functional framework. In the former setting,
a Gaussian copula models the correlation structure between the components of the
observations while, in the latter setting, the data are multivariate functional data and
the methods are based on distances between curves. The package is able to estimate all
the parameters corresponding to the states of the underlying Markov model, while also
computing the optimal state sequence and providing some further helpful tools.
Keywords: Functional Data; Hidden Markov Models; Multivariate Data.
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Introduction

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are a very well-known method for the study of longitudal
data or time series involving sequences of data, commonly used in many fields like biostatistics
([9]), finance ([15]) and signal processing ([5]). They consist in a generalization of mixture
models, with the hidden variables being related through a Markov process (see [16] for
further details). In the literature, HMMs are usually used to model univariate or multivariate
data with independent components.
In this paper we present the hmmhdd package (Hidden Markov Models for High
Dimensional Data), where some novel methods are applied both in the finite and the
functional setting. For what concerns the multivariate HMM framework, there are examples
of HMMs where the outcome is modelled using mixtures of multivariate Gaussian distributions
(e.g. [3]) or multivariate distributions with independent nonnormal marginals, and there are
some R packages able to do the task; see, e.g. depmixS4 ([22]) and msm ([8]). Specifically,
the hmmhdd package is able to study, using HMMs, two different types of data, by adding
several novelties in both cases:
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1. Multivariate data: the package extends the usual HMM algorithms in the multivariate framework, allowing a dependence between the components of the observations,
which is done by means of gaussian copulas (see [12] for further details). A copula (see,
e.g., [19], [14] and [10]) is a function that “couples” a multivariate distribution function
to its marginal distribution functions, containing the information about the dependence
structure between the components of a random vector. It is very useful since different
marginals can be used, incorporating a flexible modelling of the dependence structure,
without making any assumptions of normality.
2. Functional data: the package is able to study and model multivariate functional
random curves, by extending the usual HMM algorithms from the finite dimensional
framework to the infinite dimensional one (see [13] for further details). Therefore, this
type of data falls into the well known Functional Data Analysis (FDA) setting (see, e.g.
[17], [18], [6], [7]). The package models the functional data by considering a hidden
Markov chain evolving in time, where each state emits a multivariate random curve
and, estimating the parameters of the underlying Markov process, helps to understand
the time series system that generated data.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we show how to set up a HMM using
the package, for both multivariate and functional data; then, in Section 3 we present
some background theory behind the model and algorithms, from the objective function
computation to the parameter estimation and the computation of the optimal state sequence.
In Section 4 and Section 5 we explain how to use the package to model multivariate and
functional data, respectively, while in Section 6 and 7 we show how to use the package to
estimate the optimal state sequence and make model selection.
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Setting a Hidden Markov Model

A Hidden Markov Model [4] is a bivariate process {(Qk , Xk )}k≥1 defined on a given
probability space (Ω, F, P) such that
• {Qk }k≥1 is a Markov chain with a discrete and finite state space {s1 , . . . , sN }, with
N ≥ 1, transition matrix A = {aij } = P(Qk = sj |Qk−1 = si ) and initial distribution
ν, where νi = P(Q1 = si );
• for each time k, the observation Xk is a d-dimensional random array. In particular,
given the state process {Qk }k≥1 , Xk is a sequence of conditionally independent random
arrays (vectors or matrices, depending on the type of data).
The first step for defining a HMM in the hmmhdd package consists in defining an object
corresponding to the S3 classes mhmm or fhmm, depending on the data being vectors or
functions. These classes can be used to characterize a HMM and they are the initialization
for the other functions that will be used for further analysis. Both classes require bT, i.e. the
beginning times of each observation for every statistical unit, the number of states nStates
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of the HMM, the vector of the initial probabilities nu and the transition matrix A of the
HMM.
When dealing with a multivariate dataset, Obs is a matrix with n rows and d columns,
where n is the number of observations while d is the number of components of the observations.
The function also admits the values of the correlation matrices corr for the gaussian copula,
passed as a N -dimensional array of matrices, the values of the state-dependent parameters
params, to be passed as a list of matrices, and a vector of strings distr specifying the
distribution for each component. If the dataset is functional, Obs is a funData object from
the gmfd package, i.e. a list containing the grid I = [t0 , t1 , . . . , tP −1 ] over which the data is
defined and the values of the observations in the functional dataset, provided as a matrix
with the rows as observations and the columns as their measurements over the grid of length
P . Moreover, the function requires centroids, i.e. the functional parameters representing
the functional means of each state of the HMM, passed as a funData where the first element
is again the grid over which the data is defined and the others are N x P matrices, one
for each component of the data. The package contains two simulated dataset, denoted as
copuladata and copulahmmdata, to test the functions for the multivariate case and one
denoted as simulatedFD to test the functions in the functional case. A call’s example for
a multivariate model, using the simulated data copulahmmdata in the package, with some
data visualization given using the summary function is the following:
data(copulahmmdata)
Obs <- copulahmmdata
n <- 20 #number of observations per statistical unit
n_tot <- dim(Obs)[1]
bt <- seq(1, n_tot, by = n) #beginning times for each statistical unit
distr <- c("exp", "gaussian")
#Initialize the HMM
hmm <- set_mhmm(Obs, bT = bt, nStates = 2, distr = distr)
summary(hmm)
Initial state probabilities:
S_1 S_2
0.5 0.5
Transition matrix:
toS_1 toS_2
fromS_1
0.5
0.5
fromS_2
0.5
0.5
Response 1 :Exponential
Response 2 :Gaussian
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Response parameters
rate.Comp_1 mean.Comp_2 sd.Comp_2
S_1
0.5006811
-1.998299 1.005719
S_2
2.0303610
3.988309 1.006424
Correlation matrix for State 1
[,1]
[,2]
[1,] 1.0000000 0.1469427
[2,] 0.1469427 1.0000000
Correlation matrix for State 2
[,1]
[,2]
[1,] 1.0000000 0.6044778
[2,] 0.6044778 1.0000000
where the initial state probabilities and the transition matrix have a default initialization,
where each term is set to 1/nStates while the response parameters and the correlation
matrices are initialized using the kmeans function. where we are not setting any initialization
for the state-dependent parameters. More details will be given later, where we will cover the
case with functional response too.
The implementation of S3 classes allows us to use typical methods like summary and
plot to help visualizing outputs of the HMM. Specifically, for both classes we implemented
a method for visualizing all the elements of the HMM, summary.mhmm and summary.fhmm
respectively. Moreover, in the case of data with functional response, it is possible to visualize
all the data and the curves corresponding to the states with the function plot.fhmm; in
particular, in this case, the graphical window is split in a rectangular lattice so that each
component is plotted singularly, with each state represented with a different colour.
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Fitting a Hidden Markov Model

After the initialization of a HMM, there are usually three fundamental problems (see for
instance [16] and [25]) to be solved:
1. find the objective function L(λ|x) for the observations x = (x1 , . . . , xK ). In particular,
if the data is multivariate, this is a likelihood function for the data;
2. given some x and λ, find the optimal state sequence Q = (Q1 , . . . , QK ) that explains
x;
3. find λ∗ = argmax L(λ|x), i.e. the best parameters of the models that maximize the
λ

objective function.
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3.1

Objective function computation

First, we have to define the objective function of a HMM, which in general can be written
as
log(L(λ|x)) =

N
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where ξk (i, j) = P (Qk = si , Qk+1 = sj | X1 = x1 , . . . , Xk = xk , λ) is the probability of
being in state si at time k and state sj at time k + 1, given the model and the observations,
γk (i) = P (Qk = si | X1 = x1 , . . . , Xk = xk , λ) is the probability of being in the state si at
time k, while bi (xk ; θi ) is the emission function of Xk conditionally on the event {Qk = si }
for any i = 1, . . . , N . To estimate the value of the function in (1), we perform the so called
forward-backward algorithm. If we define the forward quantities, i.e. the probability density
functions of observing the partial sequence x1 , . . . , xk and ending in the state Qk , given the
model λ, as
αk (j) = f(X1 ,...,Xk ,Qk )|λ (x1 , . . . , xk , sj ),
then we can find the objective function by solving for αk (j) inductively, as follows:
(1) α1 (i) = νi bi (x1 ; θi ), for 1 ≤ i ≤ N ;
(2) αk+1 (i) =

hP

N
j=1 αk (j)aji

i

bi (xk+1 ; θi ), for any 1 ≤ k ≤ K − 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ N .

The objective function can be computed as L(λ|x) = N
j=1 αK (j). The backward procedure
is similar (see [16] for further details) and it is implemented along with the forward one in
the forwardbackward function of the package.
P

3.2

Parameter estimation

The forward-backward algorithm is implemented together with the Baum-Welch algorithm, to fit a HMM and estimate all its parameters starting from the data [16]. Parameters
are estimated in hmmhdd using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. In particular, in the HMM setting, the algorithm is known as Baum-Welch algorithm (see for instance
[1], [2], [24], [3]).
Starting from the expression (1), it is possible to perform the EM algorithm for HMMs
by solving iteratively the two steps:
• E step replace the quantities ξk (i, j) and γj (k) by their conditional expectations given
the current parameter estimates and the observations (see, e.g. [16])
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• M step maximize the logarithm of the objective function in (1). Each term of the
expression depends on different parameters, so it can be split into three parts in order
to maximize each term separately. The maximization of the first two terms of the
expression is done as in [16], while the maximization of third term depends on the
type of data of the response.
The hmmhdd package is designed to model longitudinal datasets or time series with several
observations for each statistical unit; until now, all the formulas only considered a single
observation sequence. Since the package models multiple sequences, we denote the set of
observation sequences as
X = (x(1) , . . . , x(M ) )
for M statistical units, each one of them being a sequence of length Km , m = 1, . . . , M .
(m) (m)
(m)
Then, x(m) = (x1 x2 · · · xKm ) is the m-th observation sequence of length K; all the
sequences are considered independent from each other. The main goal consists in adjusting
the parameters of the model λ to maximize the following likelihood:
L(λ|X ) =

M
Y

L(λ|x(m) ).

(2)

m=1

The use of the package hmmhdd for parameter estimation mainly consists of two steps:
1. model initialization, as described in Section 2, through the use of the setHMM_mhmm
and setHMM_fhmm functions;
2. model fitting, through the use of the algorithms just described, with the functions
fitBM_mhmm and fitBM_fhmm.

4

Multivariate Hidden Markov Model

Throughout this work, two simulated datasets will be used. For what concerns the
multivariate case, the dataset is the copulahmmdata. Specifically, the dataset was simulated
starting from a Markov Model with 2 states and the following parameters:
!

ν = (1

0),

A=

0.70 0.30
,
0.10 0.90

with 20 observations for 250 statistical units. The process is bivariate, with an exponential
and a gaussian component. Each state emits realizations of the joint distribution (X1 , X2 )
where, for every state i, we have:
• X1 |si ∼ E(λi );
• X2 |si ∼ N (µi , σi2 ).
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In particular, the parameters of the first state are λ1 = 2, µ1 = 4, σ1 = 1 while the parameters
of the second state are λ2 = 0.5, µ2 = −1, σ2 = 1. Moreover, the components of the first state
have a stronger correlation (ρ1 = 0.7) than the ones related to the second state (ρ2 = 0.15).
The data was generated using the rmdistr function of the hmmhdd package, which returns
a multivariate sample after taking as arguments the number n of observations, a list of
the distribution parameters params, an array containing the true correlation matrices corr
and a vector of strings distr, for the names of the distribution for each component (the
allowed options are the exponential, the gaussian and the gamma distribution, represented
by exp, gaussian and gamma, respectively). The package does not necessarily require any
initialization, since the transition matrix A and the vector nu have a default initialization,
with every element set to 1/nStates while the parameters are initialized with a k-means
algorithm, performed with the kmeans function of the stats package. As seen before, the
Baum-Welch algorithm requires the computation of the emission functions, which represent
the likelihood of emitting a certain observation by a certain state. In our case, since the
response is multivariate but we want to consider the correlation between the components,
we implemented a gaussian copula model using a copula density function c [12]. In general,
for a d-variate data, the emission function related to state sj for the observation xk , can be
written as
bj (xk ; θj ) = c[F1j (x1k ; θ1j ), . . . , Fdj (xdk ; θdj ); ρj ] ·

d
Y

fij (xik ; θij )

i=1

where fij and Fij , i = 1, . . . , d, are the pdf and the cdf of a given distribution. Therefore,
taking into account the equations (1) and (2), the proper estimates of the model parameters
can be found by maximizing the following quantity:
Km X
M X
N
X



h

i

γk (j) log c F1j (x1k ; λ1j ), . . . , Fdj (xdk ; λdj ); ρj +

m=1 k=1 j=1

d
X

log fij (y1k ; θdj )



i=1

To compute the values of the emission functions, we implemented in the package the function
dmdistr that takes as arguments the matrix of the data x, a list of the parameters params,
an array of correlation matrices corr and a vector of strings for the distributions of each
components, returning a numeric value corresponding to the value of the multivariate density
function that uses gaussian copulas to model the correlation between the marginals.
To set the right class of this model, which is mhmm for multivariate data, and estimate its
parameters, a call’s example along with its output is the following:
data(copulahmmdata)
Obs <- copulahmmdata
n <- 20 #number of observations per statistical unit
n_tot <- dim(Obs)[1]
bt <- seq(1, n_tot, by = n) #beginning times for each statistical unit
distr <- c("exp", "gaussian")
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#Initialize the HMM
hmm <- set_mhmm(Obs, bT = bt, nStates = 2, distr = distr)
#Parameter estimation
bw <- fitBM_mhmm(hmm)
Initial state probabilities:
S_1
S_2
0.995151673 0.004848327
Transition matrix:
toS_1
toS_2
fromS_1 0.70010846 0.2998915
fromS_2 0.09917526 0.9008247
Response 1: Exponential
Response 2: Gaussian
Response parameters
rate.Comp_1 mean.Comp_2 sd.Comp_2
S_1
2.0296898
4.005769 0.988701
S_2
0.5053992
-1.988103 1.022097
Correlation matrix for State 1
[,1]
[,2]
[1,] 1.000000 0.622236
[2,] 0.622236 1.000000
Correlation matrix for State 2
[,1]
[,2]
[1,] 1.000000 0.138430
[2,] 0.138430 1.000000
where bw contains the output of the function, i.e. all the estimations of the parameters.
Although it is advised to initialize the data if possible to reduce convergence problems, since
these methods are guaranteed to find a local maximum, all the obtained estimates using
the gaussian copula are quite accurate. The code snippet shows first the parameters related
to the Markov Model, where S_1 and S_2 represent the states of the HMM, and then the
parameters related to the response, along with the correlation matrices of the gaussian
copula for each state.

5

Functional Hidden Markov Model

If dealing with a functional dataset, like the one implemented in the package simulatedFD,
we have to set a different class and compute some of the quantities in a different way. This
dataset was generated using the R package roahd [20], starting from a 3-state Markov model
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with the following parameters:




ν = (1

0

0),

!

θ1 (t) =

t(1 − t)
;
2t

0.60 0.30 0.10


A = 0.10 0.80 0.10 ,
0.00 0.00 1.00
!

θ2 (t) =

t2 (1 − t)
;
t2

!

θ3 (t) =

t(1 − t)2
,
1 3
2t

with 20 observations for 100 statistical units. Each functional data consists of a bivariate
random curve with independent components, defined on a grid of P = 100 points, with
θ1 (t), θ2 (t), θ3 (t) being the means of each multivariate random curves for state s1 , s2 and s3 ,
respectively. A call’s example, where we initialize the functional HMM and then estimate
all the parameters is given by:
data( simulatedFD )
FD <- simulatedFD
n <- 20 #number of observations per statistical unit
n_tot <- dim( FD$data[[1]] )[1]
bt <- seq(1, n_tot, by = n) #beginning times for each statistical unit
bt <- seq( 1, n_tot, by = n )
# Initialize the HMM
hmm <- set_fhmm( FD, nStates = 3, bT = bt )
#Parameter estimation
bw <- fitBM_fhmm(hmm)
summary(bw)
Initial state probabilities:
S_1
S_2
S_3
1.000000e+00 3.002669e-50 5.263375e-65
Transition matrix:
toS_1
toS_2
toS_3
fromS_1 6.955202e-01 1.882253e-01 0.11625450
fromS_2 4.809883e-02 8.548413e-01 0.09705983
fromS_3 1.187856e-26 1.529422e-09 1.00000000
In this case, the initial probabilities nu and the transition matrix A are still set to default,
with each element being equal to 1/nStates. If no initialization is given for the centroids,
then a functional k-means is performed using the gmfd_kmeans function of the gmfd package
[11]. The algorithm alternates a step where each multivariate curve is assigned to a state
with a step where the centroids of the states are computed, until convergence is reached (see
[21] for further details).
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After this initialization step, the Baum-Welch algorithm is performed to compute all
the parameters of the Markov model and the new functional parameters representing
the states. To be able to do that, it is necessary to compute the emission functions
bi ( · ; θi ), i = 1, . . . , N for each functional response. Let us recall the definition of L2 distance
between two multivariate curves a and b defined on I, compact interval of R:
v
u d Z
uX
dL2 (a, b) = ka − bk = t
(al (t) − bl (t))2 dt.
l=1 I

Therefore, in the fitBM_fhmm function, the computation of the emission functions related to
the states of the HMM is performed as


bi ( · ; θi ) = h d( · , θi ) ,

i = 1, . . . , N

(3)

where h(y) is a function that transforms the distance in a similarity measure; in this case,
we have chosen h(y) = 1/y 2 , but other choices for the function are possible. By recalling
equations 1 and 2, in the case of functional data, to estimate the functional parameters of
the HMM, the package maximizes the following quantity:
Km X
M X
N
X

γk (j) log bi (xk ; θj ).

m=1 k=1 j=1

For further details regarding this method, see [13]. Since the output of the fitBM_fhmm
function is an object of class fhmm, we implemented a summary method to be used for this
class. As we can see from the output, the estimates of the values related to the initial
probabilities nu and the transition matrix A are quite accurate. Other than these parameters,
which are just related to the Markov structure underlying the succession of states, we can
also obtain some estimates for the functional means θ1 (t), θ2 (t), θ3 (t) generating the data.
Since they are functional data, for a better visualization we implemented a function based
on the plot method for objects belonging to the fhmm classes. In Fig. 1, we can see the
output related to the call plot(bw).
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Optimal state sequence

When dealing with HMMs, a problem that is usually considered consists in finding
the optimal state sequence Q = (Q1 , . . . , QK ) that generated the observations. The most
popular approach to solve this problem is based on the Viterbi algorithm, see [23]. Let us
fix an observed sequence q1 , . . . , qk and define the quantity
δk (i) =

max P(Q1 = q1 , . . . , Qk−1 = qk−1 , Qk = si , x1 , . . . , xk |λ).

q1 ,...,qk−1

(4)

which is the highest probability on a single path at time k by taking into account the partial
sequence x1 , . . . , xk . Since we need to retrieve the state sequence, we have to keep track of
the argument that maximizes (4) for each k and j, through the array ψk (j). In particular,
the procedure can be divided into four steps:
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Figure 1: Plot of the functional parameters related to the states of the HMM, using the
function plot.fhmm.
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1. Initialization: δ1 (i) = νi bXk |Qk =si (x1 ; θi ) and ψ1 (i) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
2. Recursion:
δk (j) = max [δk−1 (i)aij ]bXk |Qk =sj (xk ; θi ),
1≤i≤N

ψk (j) = argmax [δk−1 (i)aij ],

1 ≤ k ≤ K,

1 ≤ k ≤ K,

1 ≤ j ≤ N;

1 ≤ j ≤ N.

1≤i≤N

3. Termination:
P ∗ = max [δK (i)];
1≤i≤N

∗
qK

= argmax [δK (i)].
1≤i≤N

∗ ),
4. State sequence backtracking: qk∗ = ψk+1 (qk+1

k = K − 1, K − 2, . . . , 1.

Except for the last step, we can notice this procedure is similar to the forward one, where we
have a maximization step instead of the summing one. By following this procedure, we can
retrieve the optimal state sequence qk∗ , k = 1, . . . , K. (see [16] for further details).If bw is an
object of class mhmm or fhmm, then the state sequence can be computed with the function
viterbi as follows:
viterbi(bw)
[1] 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2
[26] 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3
[51] 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
[76] 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
...
where in this case we are referring to the bw object obtained in Section 5. As we can see
from the output, the function viterbi returns a vector of numbers, each one being a label
for each observation.

7

Model Selection

Since the number of states for a HMM is not usually known a priori, it is useful to use
some model selection criteria to be able to compare some model results and choose the one
that performs better. In this package, we implemented two criteria often used in the HMM
framework, AIC and BIC, to perform model selection; see, e.g., [25]. Given a dataset with n
statistical units and p unknown parameters, the two quantities are computed as:
AIC = −2log(L(λ|x)) + 2p

BIC = −2log(L(λ|x)) + plog(n),

(5)

with the functions aic and bic, respectively. Let us consider the functional dataset just
used in Section 5. If we want to compare some HMMs to choose the optimal number of
12
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states, we have to use the aic and bic functions for each one of it. In particular, we can see
in Fig. 2 the results for n = 2, . . . , 6 number of states. The smallest number for both criteria
is for n = 3, which represents the optimal number of states to model the data. The calls
to both of these functions are also included inside the summary.mhmm and summary.fhmm
functions of the package.
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Conclusion

In this work, we presented the R package hmmhdd (Hidden Markov Models for HighDimensional Data) that we developed for the study of both multivariate and functional data
using HMMs. In particular, our package can deal with high-dimensional datasets, with little
a priori knowledge on data, and provides useful tools for describing the time series system of
data. hmmhdd is available on the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN), with current
release version 1.0, at https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/hmmhdd and the source
code is fully documented and commented.
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